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1. Introduction. In this paper, we let p be a fixed odd prime number
and let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers. For a number field k, let k∞ be
the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k and let kn be its unique subfield of degree
pn over k. We write Γ = G(k∞ /k) for the Galois group k∞ over k. Let Cl0n
be the p-Sylow subgroup of the quotient of the ideal class group of kn by
the subgroup generated by the primes lying over p. Following Kuz’min, we
define the Tate module Tp (k) of k to be the inverse limit of Cl0n with respect
to the norm maps,
Tp (k) = lim Cl0n .
←−
n

Note that Kuz’min’s Tate module Tp (k) is slightly different from the usual
Tate module which is defined as the inverse limit of the p-primary parts of
the ideal class groups of kn . Let Ψk be the group of all elements of k whose
pth roots generate a field which can be embedded into a Z/pn Z-extension
of k for all n ≥ 0. Write NK/k for the norm map of an extension K/k. Let
Θk be the group of all elements of k whose pth roots generate a field which
can be embedded into a Zp -extension of k. Let
\
k univ =
Nkn /k kn×
n≥1

be the group of universal norm elements for k∞ /k. Let limn≥1 kn× be the
←−
inverse limit with respect to the norm maps. In this paper, we call (αn ) ∈
limn≥1 kn× a norm compatible sequence, and call α ∈ k a norm compatible
←−
element if there is a norm compatible sequence (αn )n≥1 such that α =
Nk1 /k α1 . Finally, let k comp consist of all norm compatible elements of k, i.e.,
k comp = {α ∈ k × | Nk1 /k α1 = α for some (αn ) ∈ lim kn× }.
←−
n≥1
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The main result of this paper relates the group Θk to Tp (k) using Ψk , k univ
and k comp .
S
Theorem 1.1. Let p be an odd prime and let k∞ = n kn be the cyclotomic Zp -extension of a number field k containing a primitive pth root of
unity. If Tp (kn )Γn is finite for all n ≥ 0, then there exists an exact sequence
1→

Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp

Note that for a number field k, the finiteness of Tp (k)Γ is equivalent to
what Kolster calls the Gross conjecture for k (see Proposition 1.2 of [6]).
S
Corollary 1.2. Let p be an odd prime and let k∞ = n kn be the
cyclotomic Zp -extension of a number field k containing a primitive pth root
of unity. If the Gross conjecture is true for {kn }n , then there exists an exact
sequence
Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp
When k is abelian, we have the following corollary.
1→

Corollary 1.3. Let p be an odd prime and let k be an abelian field
containing a primitive pth root of unity. Then there exists an exact sequence
Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp
Using Lemma 3.2 (below) and the proof of Theorem 1.1 one can show
that if k is abelian and there is only one prime of k lying over p, then
Tp (k)Γ = 1.
1→

2. Kuz’min’s results and norm compatible elements. We start
with the following definition for a number field k and a group H.
Definition 2.1. For an extension field K of k and a group H, we will
say K is H-extendable over k if there is an extension field F ⊃ K such that
F/k is Galois and the Galois group G(F/k) is isomorphic to H.
As defined in the introduction, Θk denotes the group of all elements
α in k × such that k(α1/p ) is Zp -extendable over k. We will use the same
objects and notation as [1]. For each n > 0, let ζpn denote a primitive pn th
root of unity in a fixed algebraic closure k alg of k such that ζppn = ζpn−1
for each n > 1, and let µpn = hζpn i denote the group of all pn th roots of
unity in k alg . For each integer n ≥ 1, let τ (ζpn ) = ζp1+p
n . Thus τ defines a
topological generator for G(k∞ /k) of the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k. Let
∼ lim Zp [G(kn /k)]
Λ = Zp [[T ]] =
←−
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be the Iwasawa algebra, i.e., the inverse limit of Zp [G(kn /k)] for which the
generator τ satisfies 1 + T = τ . Let k̃∞ = limn≥1 kn× /(kn× )T (k × )p denote
←−
the inverse limit with respect to the norm maps Nn : kn → k and let
˜
˜ be
k̃∞ = limn≥1 kn× /(kn× )T (kn× )p be defined in the same way. Let π̃ (resp. π̃)
←−
˜
the natural projection from k̃∞ (resp. k̃∞ ) into k × /(k × )p ,
π̃((an )n≥1 ) = N1 (b) mod (k × )p
where b ∈ k1 denotes any lifting of a1 . There are upper and lower bounds for
the group Θk /(k × )p in terms of the above inverse limits (Theorem A of [9]).
Theorem 2.2. Let p be an odd prime and let k be a number field such
that k = k(ζp ) 6= k(ζp2 ). Then
˜ k̃˜∞ ).
π̃(k̃∞ ) ⊂ Θk /(k × )p ⊂ π̃(
We have the exact sequence
1 → lim (kn× )T (k × )p → lim kn× → k̃∞
←−
←−
n

n

induced from the short exact sequence
1 → (kn× )T (k × )p → kn× → kn× /(kn× )T (k × )p → 1
by taking inverse limits with respect to the norm maps. As in the introduction, we define the natural projection map π from k̃∞ into k × /(k × )p , i.e.,
π((an mod (kn× )T (k × )p )) = Nn (an ) mod k p . Note that Nn (an ) is independent of n and k comp = π(limn kn× ) ⊂ k̃ comp = π(k̃∞ ). Theorem 2.2 shows
←−
that Θk ⊃ k comp (k × )p . Notice that the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [9] shows easily that this containment holds even without the assumption k(ζp ) 6= k(ζp2 ).
Corollary 2.3. Let p be an odd prime number and let k contain ζp .
Then Θk ⊃ k comp (k × )p .
For the local field kv of k at a finite place v, let kv,∞ be the cyclotomic
× ) where k
Zp -extension of kv . We also write kvcomp = π(limn kv,n
v,n is the
←−
n
loc
subfield of kv,∞ of degree p over kv . Write k for the set of all elements
which are locally norm compatible,
k loc = {α ∈ k × | ∃(αv,n ) ∈ lim kv,n such that N1 αv,1 = α
←−
n
for all finite places v}.
T
It follows from the definition above that k loc = k × v kvcomp for all finite
places
of k. Then by a well known property of local compactness, we have
T
comp
N
. For completeness, we briefly explain this.
n kv,n /kv kv,n = kv
T Again,
we write Nn for the local norm Nkv,n /kv . For r ≥ m > 0 and α ∈ n Nn kv,n ,
× ∩ N −1 α where N
let Xr (α) = Nr,m kv,r
m = Nkm /k , Nr,m = Nkr /km is the
m
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−1 α = {b ∈ k × | N (b) = α}. Since α ∈
corresponding
norm map and Nm
m
m
T
N
k
,
X
(α)
is
non-empty
and
compact.
The
family Xr (α) has the
n
v,n
r
n
finite intersection property as r ≥ m varies because for a finite set of numbers
ng > ·T· · > n1 > m, Xni (α) is a decreasing chain. It follows that there is
βm ∈ r≥m Nr,m kv,r such that Nm βm = α. In this way, one can construct
loc is equal
a norm compatible sequence whose zeroth term is α. Hence, kT
to the set of elements of local universal norms, i.e., k loc = k × v,n Nn kv,n
for all finite places of k (cf. example on page 526 of [1]). Since k∞ /k is
unramified
at primes prime to p, T
and k loc are p-units, it follows that k loc =
T
Uk (p) v|p,n Nn kv,n . Let k univ = n Nn kn be the group of universal norms
of k∞ /k. Using Hasse’s norm theorem (see Theorem A of [1]), it is possible
to rephrase some results of §1 of [1] in the following lemmas which will be
useful in our theorem.

Lemma 2.4. Let p be an odd prime number. Then k loc = k univ .
Proof. By Hasse’s norm theorem, α ∈ Nn kn = k univ if and only if α ∈
Nkv0 ,n /kv kv0 ,n for all places v and v 0 | v. Since p is an odd prime, if v is
an infinite place, then kv0 ,n = kv . Thus we have α ∈ Nn kn if and only if
α ∈ Nkv0 ,n /kv kv0 ,n for all finite places v 0 | v. For a finite place v 0 | v, we have,
for some m ≥ n ≥ r, kv0 ,n = kv Qm = kv,r where Qm is the intermediate field
m
of the cyclotomic Zp -extension
T of Q of degree p . It follows that α ∈ Nn kn
for all n if and only if α ∈ n Nn kv,n for all finite places v if and only if
α ∈ k loc .
Lemma 2.5. Let p be an odd prime number. Then k(α1/p )/k is Z/pn Zextendable for all n if and only if kv (α1/p )/kv is Z/pn Z-extendable for all n
and all finite places v of k.
Proof. This follows from Hasse’s norm theorem, Corollaire on page 524
of [1] and kv,r = kv0 ,n for some n ≥ r and v 0 | v.
Lemma 2.6. kv (α1/p )/kv is Z/pn Z-extendable for all n if and only if
kv (α1/p )/kv is Zp -extendable. Moreover, kv (α1/p )/kv is Zp -extendable if and
only if α ∈ kvcomp (kv× )p .
Proof. This follows from the example on page 526 of [1] and the above
argument of local compactness.
Let Ψk denote the set of all α ∈ k × such that k(α1/p ) is Z/pn Z-extendable
for all n. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 lead to the following corollary.
T
T
Corollary 2.7. Ψk = n (Nn kn× (k × )p ) = k × v (kvcomp (kv× )p ) for all
finite places v of k.
For a Zp [G]-module M , we denote by tor(M ) = torZp (M ) the Zp torsion submodule and denote by Fr(M ) = FrZp (M ) the quotient mod-
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ule M/tor(M ). Notice also that in the following theorem, the assumption
k(ζp ) 6= k(ζp2 ) is not necessary.
S
Theorem 2.8. Let p be an odd prime and let k∞ = n kn be the cyclotomic Zp -extension of a number field k containing a primitive pth root of
unity. If Tp (kn )Γn is finite for all n ≥ 0, then there exists an exact sequence
Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp
Proof. We start with a proposition which is due to Kuz’min (cf. Proposition 7.5 of [7]). In §3 of [10] we modified the proposition and its proof for
our purpose by using global class field theory.
1→

Proposition 2.9. Let k∞ be the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k. Then
Tp (k)Γ ∼
=

Uk (p)loc ⊗Z Zp
.
(Uk (p)loc ⊗Z Zp )comp

Under the assumption that Tp (kn )Γn is finite for all n ≥ 0, we claim that
there is an isomorphism of abelian groups
Uk (p)univ
Tp (k)Γ ∼
.
=
Uk (p)comp
Firstly, we know from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.9 that
Uk (p)univ ⊗Z Zp
.
(Uk (p)univ ⊗Z Zp )comp
Using a compactness argument which was explained after Corollary 2.3, the
isomorphism above reduces to
Tp (k)Γ ∼
=

Uk (p)univ ⊗Z Zp
Tp (k)Γ ∼
.
=
(Uk (p)univ ⊗Z Zp )univ
T
T
Since (Uk (p)univ ⊗ Zp )univ = n Nn (Un (p)univ ⊗ Zp ) = n (Nn Un (p)univ ⊗ Zp )
and
n
Nn Un (p)univ ⊗ Zp ⊃ (Uk (p)univ )p ⊗ Zp
it follows that Tp (k)Γ is finite if and only if the decreasing chain of modules {Nn Un (p)univ ⊗ Zp } must stop, that is, there is n = n(k) such that
Ns Us (p)univ ⊗ Zp = Nm Um (p)univ ⊗ Zp for m ≥ s ≥ n. Since the index
(Ns Us (p)univ : Nm Um (p)univ ) is p-primary, the condition leads to
Ns Us (p)univ = Nm Um (p)univ

for m ≥ s ≥ n.

Hence, the condition above is a necessary and sufficient condition for Tp (k)Γ
to be finite. Therefore, by replacing the ground field k by kn , the hypothesis
for kn implies that there is a function x : N ∪ {0} → N such that for each
n ∈ N ∪ {0}, x(n) > n and
univ
Nxr+1 (n),xr (n) Uxuniv
r+1 (n) = Nxr+1 (n),xr (n) Nxr+2 (n),xr+1 (n) Uxr+2 (n)
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where xr = x ◦ · · · ◦ x denotes the rth composite of x with x0 (n) = n. Let
univ =
α ∈ (Ukuniv )univ . Then by taking n = 0 above, we have α ∈ Nx(0),0 Ux(0)
univ and for each α ∈ N
univ
Nx(0) Ux(0)
n
xn+1 (0),xn (0) Uxn+1 (0) , we can find αn+1 ∈
Nxn+2 (0),xn+1 (0) Uxuniv
n+2 (0) such that
αn = Nxn+1 (0),xn (0) αn+1 .
This gives rise to a norm compatible sequence {αn }n∈N∪{0} with α0 = α.
This shows that
\
Nn Un (p)univ = Uk (p)comp
(Ukuniv )univ =
n

and
Tp (k)Γ ∼
=

Uk (p)univ ⊗Z Zp
Uk (p)univ
⊗Z Zp .
=
Nx(0) (Ux(0) (p)univ ) ⊗Z Zp
Uk (p)comp
x(0)

Again, since (Uk (p)univ )p
⊂ Nx(0) (Ux(0) (p)univ ), it follows that
is a p-primary group and hence

Uk (p)univ
Uk (p)comp

k univ
Uk (p)univ
=
.
Tp (k)Γ ∼
=
Uk (p)comp
k comp
This together with Corollary 2.3 completes the proof of Theorem 2.8.
The assumption of finiteness of Tp (kn )Γn is equivalent to the Gross conjecture. This is explained in §1 of [6] and references therein.
S
Corollary 2.10. Let p be an odd prime and let k∞ = n kn be the
cyclotomic Zp -extension of a number field k containing a primitive pth root
of unity. If the Gross conjecture is true for {kn }n , then there exists an exact
sequence
Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp
For an abelian field k, we have the following corollary.
1→

Corollary 2.11. Let p be an odd prime and let k be an abelian field
containing a primitive pth root of unity. Then there exists an exact sequence
Θk ∩ k univ
→ Tp (k)Γ → Ψk /Θk → Ψk /k univ Θk → 1.
k comp
Proof. Since k is abelian, the composite field kn = kQn is also abelian
for all n ≥ 0. Since an abelian field satisfies the Gross conjecture (cf. §3 of
Ch. II in [5]), the exact sequence above follows from Theorem 2.8.
1→

The commutativity of “comp” and tensor product is a strong condition.
Lemma 3.2 shows that this condition is satisfied for an abelian field k when
there is only one prime of k dividing p.
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T
T
Lemma 2.12. For all r ≥ 0, if n≥r Nn (Un (p)⊗Z Zp ) = ( n≥r Nn Un (p))
⊗Z Zp , then
(Ur (p) ⊗Z Zp )comp = Ur (p)comp ⊗Z Zp .
Proof. By a compactness argument, the following identity holds:
\
(Ur (p) ⊗Z Zp )comp =
Nn (Un (p) ⊗Z Zp ).
n≥r

T
By assumption, we have n=r (Nn (Un (p))⊗Z Zp ) = ( ∞
n=r Nn Un (p))⊗Z Zp =
univ
Ur (p)
⊗Z Zp . For m ≥ n ≥ r, the norm map Nm,n obviously maps
(Um (p) ⊗Z Zp )comp onto (Un (p) ⊗Z Zp )comp . This leads to the surjection
T∞

Nm,n : Um (p)univ ⊗Z Zp  Un (p)univ ⊗Z Zp .
Hence, it follows from
Un (p)univ ⊗Z Zp = Nm,n (Um (p)univ ⊗Z Zp ) = (Nm,n Um (p)univ ) ⊗Z Zp
that
1=

Un (p)univ
⊗Z Zp .
Nm,n Um (p)univ

However, we know the following inclusion Um (p)univ ⊃ Un (p)univ . Since
Un (p)univ ⊃ Nm,n Um (p)univ ⊃ (Un (p)univ )p

m−n

it follows that
Un (p)univ = Nm,n Um (p)univ .
By applying the above equality for all successive pairs m ≥ n (≥ r), we
can construct a norm compatible sequence from a universal norm element
of Ur (p)univ . This leads to Un (p)univ = Un (p)comp and hence
(Ur (p) ⊗Z Zp )comp = (Ur (p) ⊗Z Zp )univ = Ur (p)univ ⊗Z Zp = Ur (p)comp ⊗Z Zp .
This completes the proof.
Remark. We remark that our arguments can be carried out inside p-adic
fields when Leopoldt’s conjecture holds. Let U∞ (p)[p] = limn (Un (p) ⊗ Zp )
←−
denote the inverse limit of Un (p) ⊗ Zp with respect to the norm maps.
ModQ
ulo Leopoldt’s conjecture, we have the inclusion Un (p) ⊗ Zp ,→ p|p kn,p [p],
where kn,p [p] is the profinite
p-completion of kn,p . By taking inverse limits,
Q
we have U∞ (p)[p] ,→ p|p limn (kn,p [p]). Let M denote the image of a Ga←−
lois module MQunder this inclusion. For instance, U n (p) denotes the image
of Un (p)[p] in p|p kn,p [p] which is isomorphic to Un (p)[p] etc. Lemma 2.12
becomes
π(lim Un (p)) = π(lim U n (p)).
←−
←−
n

n
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Typical examples of fields k such that kn satisfies Leopoldt’s conjecture are
the subfields of K where K is either an abelian extension of Q or of an
imaginary quadratic field.
For the corollary to follow, we may assume the following condition which
loses essentially no generality. We write k = F (ζp ) with F/Q unramified
at p and write σp for the Frobenius element of p. Then kn = F (ζpn+1 ). For
each prime pn+1 in kn+1 and pn in kn with pn+1 | pn lying over p, we can
identify G(kn+1 /kn ) with its decomposition group G(kn+1,pn+1 /kn,pn ) since
each prime lying over p is totally ramified at kn+1 /kn , where kn,pn denotes
the completion of kn at the prime pn and similarly for kn,pn+1 . Hence we
have the following commutative diagram:
Q
×
×
0 −−−−→ Un+1 (p) −−−−→ p0 |p kn+1,p
0 = (kn+1 ⊗Q Qp )


Q


Nn+1,n y
p0 |p Nn+1,n y
Q
×
×
0 −−−−→ Un (p) −−−−→
p|p kn,p = (kn ⊗Q Qp )
where
the horizontal arrow denotes the diagonal embedding Un (p) ,→
Q
×
p|p kn,p . By taking inverse limits, we have
Y
×
lim Un (p) ,→ lim
kn,p
= lim (kn ⊗Q Qp )×
←−
←−
←−
p|p

since the projective limit is a left exact functor. On the other hand, we have
similar settings over the profinite p-completions to which we can associate
Coleman’s power series. Let U n (p) be the topological closure of the image
of Un (p) under the diagonal map. Modulo Leopoldt’s conjecture, U n (p) is
equal to the image of the induced injection map
Y
1 → Un (p) ⊗Z Zp →
kn,p [p]× .
p|p

By taking inverse limits, we have
lim Un (p) ⊗Z Zp ,→ lim U n (p) ⊂
←−
←−

Y

lim kn,p [p]× .
←−

p|p

Let OF denote the ring of integers of F . Then OF is identified with the
diagonal embedding via
Y
bF =
OF ,→ O
OFp = OF ⊗Z Zp
p|p

where OFp is the ring of integers of the completion Fp of F at a prime p lying
over p. Lemma 2.12 leads to the following corollary of Coleman’s theorem
for the case of the p-adic completion of norm compatible p-units.
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Corollary 2.13. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.12, let (βn ) be an
element of lim(Un (p)[p]), where the inverse limit is taken with respect to the
←−
bF ((X)) ⊗ Zp such
norm maps. Then there is a unique Laurent series f˜ ∈ O
that
σn
f˜(ζpn+1 − 1) = βnp and N f˜ = f˜σp
where N denotes Coleman’s norm operator.
Proof. Recall the following theorem of Coleman as stated in Theorem
4.1 of [11], which follows from Theorem 16 and Corollary 17 of [2]:
Theorem (Coleman). Let (αn ) be an element of lim (kn ⊗ Qp )× , where
←−
the inverse limit is taken with respect to the norm maps. Then there is a
bF ((X)) such that
unique Laurent series f in O
σn

f (ζpn+1 − 1) = αnp

and

N f = f σp .

It follows from Lemma 2.12 and Coleman’s theorem that for each element
bF ((X)) and r̃ ∈ Zp
(βn )n of lim(Un (p)[p]), there exists a Laurent series f ∈ O
←−
n
bF ((X)) ⊗ Zp and (f ⊗ r̃)(ζpn+1 − 1) = βnσp for all n. In
such that f ⊗ r̃ ∈ O
fact, by the commutativity of the comp-functor and p-profinite completions,
π(lim(Un (p)[p])) = π(U∞ (p)[p]) = π(U∞ (p))[p],
←−
bF ((X)) which is independent of n such that
we can find f ∈ O
σn

f (ζpn+1 − 1) ⊗ r̃n = βnp

where r̃n ∈ Zp . By the norm compatible property of βn and f (ζpn+1 − 1),
we can take r̃n as a fixed element r̃ ∈ Zp which is also independent of n. We
bF ((X)) ⊗ Zp .
finish the proof by letting f˜ = f ⊗ r̃ ∈ O
3. Cohomology groups of the group of norm compatible elements. Kuz’min already showed that local norm compatible groups are cohomologically
S trivial. More precisely, for a prime divisor v of k lying over p,
let kv,∞ = n kv,n denote the cyclotomic Zp -extension of kv . Let b
kv,n decomp
×
note the p-adic completion of kv,n and let kv,n denote the subgroup of b
kv,n
which corresponds to kv,∞ via class field theory, i.e.,
b
kv,n ∼
comp = G(kv,∞ /kv,n ).
kv,n
comp
comp
comp
Then both kv,n
and the torsion-free part kv,n
/torZ (kv,n
) are cohomologically trivial (cf. pp. 293–294 of [7]).
Over finitely generated Zp -modules, the “comp”-functor behaves in the
fn
gn
following way. For n ≥ 1 let 1 → An −→ Bn −→ Cn → 1 be exact sequences
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of Zp [G(kv,n /kv )]-modules which are finitely generated as Zp -modules such
that the following diagram commutes for all m ≥ n:
fm

gm

1 −−−−→ Am −−−−→

N
y m,n

Bm −−−−→

N
y m,n

fn

Cm −−−−→ 1

N
y m,n

gn

1 −−−−→ An −−−−→ Bn −−−−→ Cn −−−−→ 1
Taking inverse limits with respect to the norm maps and using a compactness
argument yields the exact sequence
f∞

g∞

1 → lim An −−→ lim Bn −−→ lim Cn → 1.
←−
←−
←−
n

n

n

From the commutativity of the diagrams and Lemma 3.7 of [9], it follows
that for each n ≥ 0, there exist well defined restriction maps of fn , gn to
, Bncomp of norm compatible elements which induce the
the groups Acomp
n
semi-exact sequence
fn

gn

−→ Bncomp −→ Cncomp → 1.
1 → Acomp
n
More precisely, it can be shown easily that fn is injective, gn (fn (Acomp
)) = 1
n
and
gn (Bncomp ) = Cncomp .
For the norm compatible elements of global fields, the “comp”-functor
behaves less nicely than in the case of local fields since they are not compact
and the cohomology groups are different from those of local fields. It seems
difficult to find explicit computations for these cohomology groups. For the
n
topological generator τn = τ p of G(k∞ /kn ), we denote its restriction to
kn+i by σn+i = τn |kn+i , which is a generator of G(kn+i /kn ). Suppose that
comp
αn+i ∈ kn+i
and Nn+i,n (αn+i ) = 1 where for s ≥ t, Ns,t denotes the norm
map from ks to kt as defined in §2. By Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there is βn+i ∈
σn+i −1
comp
kn+i such that αn+i = βn+i
. Since αn+i ∈ kn+i
, for j ≥ i there exist
σn+j −1
αn+j , βn+j ∈ kn+j such that Nn+j,n+i (αn+j ) = αn+i and αn+j = βn+j
.
σ

n+i
Hence it follows from (Nn+j,n+i βn+j )σn+i −1 = βn+i

−1

that

Nn+j,n+i βn+j = βn+i mod kn× .
comp
×
Let k̃n+i
= π(limj≥i (kn+j
/kn× )) denote the image of the natural projection
←−
×
×
π : lim(kn+j
/kn× ) → kn+i
/kn× .
←−
j≥i

From the above argument, we have
comp
comp σn+i −1
(kn+i )σn+i −1 ∩ kn+i
= (k̃n+i
)
.
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Hence, the one-dimensional cohomology group of the group of norm compatible elements is given by
H

1

comp
(G(kn+i /kn ), kn+i
)

comp σn+i −1
(k̃n+i
)
= comp σ −1 .
(kn+i ) n+i

Set
n
o
Y
−p
×
×
∆ = (xn+i x−p
,
x
x
,
.
.
.)
∈
x
∈
k
for
all
j
≥
i
.
k
n+i+1
n+j
n
n
n+i+1
n+i+2
j≥i
×
/kn× ) with αn+j = αn+j mod kn× , we have
For each (αn+j )j≥i ∈ limj≥i (kn+j
←−
a well defined map δ((αn+j )j≥i ) = (an+j )j≥i mod ∆ where for each representative αt of αt , at is defined as (Nt+1,t αt+1 )αt−1 = at ∈ kn× , for t ≥ ni .
This leads to the exact sequence
Q
×
j≥i kn
×
× δ
−
1 → lim kn+j → lim(kn+j /kn ) →
←−
←−
∆
j≥i

j≥i

where the first map is the natural projection. Moreover, for each αn+i ∈
τn+i −1
comp
k̃
Qn+i , we note that (αn+j )j≥i forms a norm compatible sequence in
j≥i kn+j . Thus, it can be shown easily that
τ

comp τn+i −1
n+i
(k̃n+i
)
= (kn+i

−1 comp

)

.

We have proved the following lemma.
S
Lemma 3.1. Let k∞ = kn be a Zp -extension of k. Then
σ

comp
H 1 (G(kn+i /kn ), kn+i
)=

H

0

comp
(G(kn+i /kn ), kn+i
)

−1

n+i
(kn+i
)comp
(Un+i (p)σn+i −1 )comp
=
,
comp σn+i −1
(Un+i (p)comp )σn+i −1
(kn+i
)

comp G(kn+i /kn )
(kn+i
)
(Un+i (p)comp )G(kn+i /kn )
=
=
.
comp
Un (p)comp
kn

We nowSproceed to an explicit computation under a certain condition.
Let k∞ = kn be the cyclotomic Zp -extension of k. When k/Q is Galois
and there is only one prime of k lying over p, it was remarked on page 529
of [1] that k univ = Uk (p). Moreover, it was also mentioned there that if the
univ is
class number of k is prime to p, then the norm map from knuniv to kn−1
surjective for all n > 0. The last statement amounts to the equality
knuniv = kncomp = Un (p).
When k is abelian, we can remove the condition that the class number of k
is prime to p.
Lemma 3.2. Let k be an arbitrary abelian field containing a primitive
pth root of unity and there is only one prime of k lying over p. For the
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cyclotomic Zp -extension k∞ =
knuniv

S

kn we have, for all n ≥ 0,

= kncomp = Un (p).

Proof. Let Qn denote the intermediate field of the cyclotomic Zp -extension of Q such that [Qn : Q] = pn . Let pr s denote the conductor of k. Let
F = Q(µpr ) ∩ k. We fix a prime p of kn . For a subfield L of kn , we will write
Lp for the local field which is completed at pL = p ∩ OL , the corresponding
prime ideal inside the ring OL of integers of L. In this setting, we have
[k : F ] = [kp : Fp ]
since there is only one prime ideal of k lying above p. Since p is totally
ramified over Fn /Q, we have
[Fn : F ] = [Fnp : Fp ]

and

[F : Q] = [Fp : Qp ].

Then Q(µpr ) and Fn are linearly disjoint over F since Q(µpr ) is totally
ramified over F of order prime to p, and Fn is totally ramified over F of
p-power order. Moreover, Q(µpr s ) and Fn Q(µpr ) are linearly disjoint over
Q(µpr ) since Q(µpr s ) is unramified over Q(µpr ) and Fn Q(µpr ) is totally
ramified over Q(µpr ). Thus, Q(µpr s ) and Fn are linearly disjoint over F
and hence its intermediate field k and Fn are also linearly disjoint over F .
Fn (µpr s )
Q(µpr s ) @ kn
@

@

k
@

Fn

F

The linear disjointness of the global fields described above also remains true
over the corresponding local fields completed at the prime p. We have
[kn : F ] = [k : F ][Fn : F ] = [kp : Fp ][Fnp : Fp ] = [knp : Fp ],
which leads to [kn : Q] = [knp : Qp ] for all n ≥ 0. Hence, there is only
one prime lying over p in kn for all n ≥ 0. We apply again the remark on
page 529 of [1] to obtain the equalities knuniv = kncomp = Un (p) for all n ≥ 0
as desired.
Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, it follows from Lemmas 3.1
and 3.2 that
(Um (p)comp )G(km /kn )
comp
H 0 (G(km /kn ), km
)=
= 1.
Un (p)comp
The one-dimensional cohomology is also trivial either by a direct computation of Lemma 3.1 or by computing the Herbrand quotient Q(kncomp ) of
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kncomp which is given by
Q(kncomp ) =

Y
1
(kn,v : kv ) = 1
(kn : k)
v∈S

from the Herbrand quotient Q(Un (p)) (cf. Corollary 2 of Ch. IX, §4 of [8]) of
Un (p). Since the Galois group G(km /kn ) is cyclic for all m ≥ n ≥ 0, under
the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 we have, for all s ≥ 0,
comp
H s (G(km /kn ), km
) = 1.
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